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RESOURCE mobilisation in different
States in India has come to receive

considerable attention in recent years.
This is due to an increase in the pace of
planned economic development as well as
growing demands on the States in their
discharge of non-development functions,
both of which have necessitated a vigo
rOllS search for greater financial re
sources[ 1].

Among the avenues of taxation open to
the States, sales tax occupies an important
place. There are a number of studies
available on the subject of sales taxation
in India in general and with reference to
some specific States[2]. Apart from the
studies on sales taxation, there are no
specific studies on particular taxes levied
by tbe States. This deficiency has been
noticed in a recent study on composition
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of tax revenues of States[3]. Next to Sa
tax, motor vehicles tax, State exci
electricity duty and passenger and go
taxes rank in the descending order 0

importance. Though there is some vari
tion among the States in regard to the ro
of entertailllnent tax in the total t
revenues of the States, it has grown'
importance over time. Entertainment
is a service tax and increase in reven
from this source reflects its nature of hein
elastic with respect to income.

The objective of this paper is to exami
tbe role of entertainment tax in the to
tax revenues of the Gujarat State
undertaking a quantitative analysis of
revenue from the tax with a view to arri
at its determinants. The first section giv
a descriptive account of the cntertainme
tax in the State and a comparative piet
with that of the rest of the country. In
second section, an attempt is made
build an econometric model of the en
tainment tax. The third section presen
the results of empirical analysis. A s
mary of the stlldy and policy conclusio
are offered in the final section of the pa

I

TH E Constitution of fndia empowers th
States to levy a tax on entertainments

virtue of the entry ~7 in the list
r
U of fits

se nth Schedule. Tws takes the ,orm 0 a

I
ve on the price charged for admissiull to

evy .
I es of entertamment or amusement

pac . I' 1weh include Clllcmas, t leatnca per-
~r.mances, exhibiti?n, sports and games

d variety entertamment.
an k' h'Histodcally spea mg, t IS tax was
levied for the first time by Bengal in
1922, which was followed by Bombay
in 1923. Other provJl1ces adopted the
levy since 1936. To-day aU the State
Governments levy the entertainment

tax [4].
There are two ways of levying enter

tainment tax. One is to charge the tax on
the tickets sold and the other is to collect
the tax on the basis of a specified per
centage of gross total collections. As part
of the first method it is insisted that the
tickets be serially numbered and properly
accounted for. The tax would be a per
centage of the gross admission charge.
This lVouid mean that the tax element
is included JI1 the admission charge
itself[5].

The tax rates can be of a specified
amount or in percentage terms, on a slab
basis. Keeping a specified amount per each
class of admission has certain disadvant
ages; if the admission rates are changed,
the specific amount by its nature remains
the same and thus there is a lack of flexi
bility always associated with a specific
duty[6].

Hence an ad valorem percentage basis
has been advocated for[7]. Now almost aU
the. States have adopted tllis model. The
d~stInction in classes of admission may
differ according to degree of urbanness.
~urther, a certain degree of differentiation
IS effected . .to. In percentage rates appllcable

different classes of tickets.
The entertainment tax thus levied is

no
h
t a generalised tax. Each State has a

sc eme of .exemptIOns from the tax on a

selective basis[8]. Entertainments, whose
proceeds are applied to pbilanthrophic
ends, arc generally exempt from the tax,
provided the whole of the proceeds or the
remainder, after deducting a certain per
centage for expenditure towards the ar
rangement of the entertainment are devot
ed to the purpose. Further, entertainments
of educational and cultural value also
enjoy exemption. Appreciating tile diffi
culties in defining a given entertainment
being one of cultural or educational value,
certain States have issued executive instruc
tions which generally excmpt whole catc
gories stLch as dance or classical music
performances provided rates of admission
charged do not exceed certain maximum
level[9]. Further, in some States com
mittees of advisory character function to
preview films or performances, the
producers of which seek to obtain
exemption on tl\e ground that their
productions are of cultural or educational
value[IO].

In Gujarat State, the levy of enter
tainment tax is regulated by a statute
The Bombay Entertainments Duty and
Advertisements Tax Act (1923). For the
purpose of levying a differential tax
structure, ten major cities[ll] have been
singled out from the rest of the State. The
criterion behind the choice of the dties
seems to be population, density of which is
intimatc.ly connected wHh the urban
characteristics such as relatively higher
degree of industrialisation. Towns other
than these ten cities come under the des
cription "other areas".

The rates of entertainment tax on a
slab basis for the urban areas are higher
than those for the rural areas. This is
based on the principle of ability to pay.
It is assumed that the people in the
urban areas can bear a highcr degree
of incidence than those residing in rural
areas.
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Movies provide the chief source of
entertainment tax revenue. This is under~

standable since other kinds of entertain_
ment are either seasonal such as circus Or

run on non-commercial lines such as
classical music performances or per
formances put up by amateurs, rates of
admission to which are usually below the
permissible maximum scales for exemption
purpose.

The State Government has designed a
scheme for encouragement to local movie
industry. Films produced In the studios
situated In Gujarat and produced with
equipment locally installed in those studios
are exempt from payment of entertainment
tax for a period of six months and the
studios are given a cash subsidy. The
infant industry promotion scheme has
been in operation since mid-I975 and is
likely to be of a short-term nature[J7].

Revenue from entertainment tax In

Gujarat has been steadily increasing over
time. From a figure of Rs. 0.64 crores in
1960-61 when the State came into being,
it has grown to Rs. 8.73 crores in 1974-75,
for which comparable figures are available
for other States as well (Table I).

While the State's total tax revenues
have recorded a growth rate of 13.2 %
per annum over the fourteen-year
period, the entertainment tax revenue has
grown at the rate of 18.8 % per
annum as against the growth rate of
18.4 % per annum in regard to the revenue
from sales tax, the chief source of tax
revenue[18].

On the all-India level, the corresponding
annnal rates of growth of all States' total
tax revenue, and revenues from enter~

tainment tax and sales tax are 12.0 %'
16.6% and 16.6% respectively (Table 2).

In 1969-70 the first year of the Fourth
Plan, entertainment tax contributed 3.41 %
to the total tax revenue of Gujarat State
as against 2.44 % in 1964-65 and 4.52 % in

33
47.5
60

37.5
55
65

Entertoffllnen! dilly
as a percentage

Entertaillment duty
as a percentage

The rates for the other areas[13] are:
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The rates for ten major cities[12] are:

The scheme of exemption IS on the
lines indicated earlier. Entertainments of a
wholly educational character are exempt
from the payment of entertainment duty.
Further, benefit performances 111 aid of
philanthropic or charitable institutions are
exempt provided the expenses for such
performances do not exceed 25% of total
proceeds from them. Further, the State
Government has special powers under the
Act to exempt any entertairunent or class of
entertainments from liability to enter
tainment duty[14].

In addition to the above provIsIOn,
executive instructions have been issued to
exempt the following performances from
entertairunent tax provided the rates of
admission do not exceed certain maximum
scales[15]. They are entertainments per
formed in aid of Famine Relief Fund and
Police Welfare Fund, all-India dramatic
performances including ballet, bhavai and
puppet shows, Indian classical and light
music and Kavi sammelan to which tickets
of admission do not exceed Rs. 10.

OCcasional sports events such as cricket
matches are also exempted by executive
orders provided the rates of admission do
not exceed Rs. 10 per day[I6]. The main
idea is to promote interest in sports and
encourage talents in games.

First 100 paise or part
Next 100 paise or part

ext amount to any extent

First tOO paise or part
Next 100 paise or part
Next amount to any extent

Slab rates of
admission

S/abrQtesoj
admission



(1)
entertainment

Table-2

Exponential trend equations fittcd for total tax revcnuc, S<'llcs tax revcnue and entertainment tax
revenue of aU States and Cujarat State and the compound rate of growth (r)

-
Period Na/llre 0/ Expol1elllial /relld R' Compoulld rate

revenues equation fitted of growth
Log Y=Log o+T Log (1+") (ill perce1l1age)

All States Log Y=4.667+0.047 T 0.903 12.02
all tax revenue (116.2) (10.46)

All States Log Y=4.J52+0.066 T 0.994 16.57
sales tax revenue (325.0) (44.05)

1960-61 All Slates Log Y=3.023+0.066 T 0.939 16.56
to entertainment tax revenue (72.85) (13.51)

1973-74 Gujarat State Log Y=3.453+0.054 T 0.906 13.21
all taxes revenuc (81.49) (10.82)

Gujarat State Log Y=2.993+0.073 T 0.997 11.84
sales tax revenue (204.5) (42.62)

Gujarat State Log ¥=1.801+0.075 T 0.934 18.76
entertainment tax revenue (74.79) (26.40)

Gujarat State Log Y=3.44J+0.056 T 0.937 13.76
total tax revenue (92.33) (14.52)

1960-61 Gujarat State Log Y=2.985+0.074 T 0.996 18.74
to sales tax revenue (220.3) (53.21)

III. 1975-76 Gujarat Slatc Log ¥= 1.798+0.075 T 0.988 18.90

"
entertainment tax revenue (86.19) (34.86)

Gujarat State Log Y=2.277+0.084 T 0.956 21.3
entertainment lax revenue (64.02) (10.51)

Gujarat State Log Y=2.341+0.044 T 0.980 10.7
, net entertainment tax revenue (187.0) (15.77)

'1
1967-68 Gujarat State Log Y= 1.653+0.073 T 0.929 18.3
to rural entertainment tax revenue (40.72) (8.05)

1973-74 Gujarat State Log Y=1.718+0.033 T 0.666 7.9
rural net entertainment tax revenue (36.34) (3.15)

Gujarat State Log Y=2.157+0.087 T 0.931 22.2
urban entertainment tax revenue (45.84) (8.15)

Gujarat State Log Y=2.221 + 0.47 T 0.931 11.4
urban net entertainment tax revenue (86.85) (8.29)

Non:s:-J. Y. and ~ rerer to tax revenues. the dependent variable and the time trend respectively.
2. FIgures m parentheses denote 'C values.
3. R coefficient of determination.
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1973-74, the last year of the Fourth PIau.
The corresponding all-India average con
tributions of entertainment tax to total tax
revenue in percentage terms are 3.72, 2.46
and 4.32 for the years 1969-70, 1964-65

and 1973-74.
As observed in our general discussion,

entertainment tax is levied on the gross
admission charge and hence becomes part
of it. Thus, the whole of the tax is passed
on to the patron of the entertainment.
overall incidence of the tax can be assessed
by relating the per capita tax revenue to
per capita consumer expenditure.

Table 3 presents the per capita con
sumer expenditure for different States and
the corresponding per capita entertainment
tax for the year 1963-64. As no recent
figures arc available, the 1963-64 figures
of per capita expcndhurc arc lLsed 1'01'
arriving at the per capita expenditure in
1973-74 prices[19]. The per capita tax
revenue from entertainment tax is then
shown as a percentage of the per capita
consumer expenditure. There is an heroic
asswnption made here that the pattern
of consumer expenditure has remained

unchanged over the ten-year period.
From Table 3 it may be seen that for

Gujarat the entertainment tax as a per
centage of consumer expenditure is 0.3 for
1973-74. The corresponding figures for
leading States such as M'aharashtra and
Tamil Nadu are 0.5 and 0.4 respectively.

n

An Econometric Analysis

IN this section an attempt will be made
to construct a simple econometric model of
entertainment tax revenue.

As observed earlier entertainment t.:'lX

IS made part of the gross admission fec
charged to the patron and is thus borne
by the latter. Aggregate cntcrtairunent tax

revenue of the State can, therefore, be
hypothesised to depend on the aggregate
consumer expenditure or aggregate State
income. As time series figures of aggre
gate income of the State are more readily
available than tllOse of conswner expendi
ture and income is to positively associate
with conswner expenditure the former can
be utilised as a candidate variable. Apart
from this variable, yet another variable
affects the tax revenue and this is the
nwnber of theatres in the State. While
information is available to form a time
series of number of theatres, information
relating to nwnber of seats in each parti
cular slab is not available. Hence, if we
usc the nwnber of theatres as a variable,
we are forced to assume that there is no
year to year variation in regard to the
distribution of total nwnber of seats among
different slab rates of admission.

Thus a simple functional relationship
could be formulated:

EDG=f(Y, TR)
where, EDG=Gross

tax revenue,
Y = Net domestic State product,

and
TR=Nllmber of theatres.

Jf we assume that tllis functional rela
tionship takes a specific form such as
EDG = a yb TR" band c the parametic
coefficients would signify the estimates of
elasticities of gross entertainment tax
revenue with respect to net domestic State
product and with respect to number of
theatres respectively. The regression equa
tion for estimation purpose would then be:

log EDG=log a+b log Y+c
log TR+e (2)

where, in addition to the symbol
already explained above, e is the
stochastic error term.
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log a"+b,,(
ED) =
P G,S

log

where, subscripts G and N refer to
the nature of revenues, gross and net
and S, U and R refer to areas, State,
urban and rural respectively, log a;is
(i",=1,2 6) denote intercepts, b;is
(i=I,2 6)andc;l's(i=I,2 ...6)
signify measures of elasticities of en
tertainment tax revenue, gross or net
with reference to State, urban or rural
areas with respect to income of the
State, urban or rural sector as the
case may be and with respect to
theatres in the State, urban or rural
as the case may be respectively,
e;l's (i = I, 2 ... 6) refer to error terms.

log Gt + c" 10g(T:)s +e" (10)

log (E~) = log a'2 + btl
N,S

log (~)s + C'2 10g(T:t +e22 (11)

log (E~) =log a32 + b32
G,U

log (~t + C31 log (T:t + e32 (12)

log (E~)N'U= log a" + b'2

log Gt+ c"log (T:t + e" (13)

log EDN,u=!og a..+b" log Yu
+c" log TR+e.. (7)

log EDG,R=Iog a51 + b51 log YR
+c" log TRu+e51 (8)

log EDN,R=log a61 + b61 log YR
+c61 log TRu+e61 (9)

The above model assumed an aggre
gative approach. It can be modified to fit a
per capita model as well. The regression
equations are:

where, In addition to the variables
already explained above, EON would
denote nct tax yield of entertainment
tax. The estimated b l would be the
measure of income elasticity.

log EDG,S~log all+b'l log Ys
+cll log TRs+ell (4)

log EDN,s=log a"+ b" log Ys
+c" log TRs+e" (5)

log EDG,u=log a3, + bJi log Y u
+cJI log TRu+eJl (6)

As there are divergences between the
urban and rural sectors tn their contri
bution to the State Income and tn the
number of theatres available to them, it
would be appropriate to conduct dis
aggregated analyses into urban and rural
sectors. Further, such an approach would
be more meaningful in regard to the co
efficient of exploitation of revenue, since
there is a differential rate structure operat
ing between these two sectors, the one
applicable to the urban being more pro
gressive than the one applicable to the
rural sector.

Through linear regression analysis, the
fOllowing equations can be fitted:

GroSS entertainment tax revenue is made

P
of two components: (i) due to the

u . d. nuence of gross domestIc State pro uct;
10 . . .
nd (ii) due to reVISIOns In tax structure

a sorted from time to time. Hence 'b' can
~: more appropriately called a coefficient
of exploitation of tax revenue source[20].
In order to obtain a true estimate of in
come elasticity, we have to remove the
influence of revisions in rate structure
and obtain the net yield of tax revenue.

The net yield of tax revenue can then be
regressed on the same independent ex
planatory variables.

log EDN=log a,+b, log Y
+c, log TR+e, (3)
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Empirical results are presented in Tables
4 and 5. Aggregate entertainment tax
revenue analysis shows that the estimated
equations are fairly good fits as reflected
In the R' obtained. However, the co
efficients of exploitation of tax revenue
(elasticity measure of gross entertainment
tax revenue with respect to income) arc not
significant except in the rural sector. The
rural coefficient of exploitation is greater
than unity (1.3) and IS significant, the
level of significance being chosen 5%.
This means a given I%increase in rural
income would result in an 1.3 %increase in
income in gross entertainment tax revenue
for the rural sector. The result is not
surprising. The consumer earmarks his
resources for entertainment only after he
meets his expenditure on essentials such
as food, clothing, shelter. Whereas the
urban sector offers a wide sphere for
consumer expenditure including food and
entertainment, the rural sector offers a
limited scope for such expenditure. In
other words, the consumer in rural sector
devotes his residual expenditure on movies
relatively to greater extent than his
counterpart in the urban areas. Hence, the
coefficient of exploitation of tax revenue
source is significantly higher in the mral
region.

The above view is confirmed when we
take up the analysis of net tax revenue.
Again the elasticity coefficient with respect
to income is not significant except in the
rural sector. However, it is less than one
(0.6). In other words, a given I %increase
111 rural income would give rise to only
0.6%increase in net tax revenue.

As regards the other independent ex
pianatory variable, namely the number of
theatres, its impact is significant for the
State as a whole. The gross revenue
elasticity coefficient with respect to the
number of theatres is higher than net
revenue elasticity coefficient. A I %

III

where, 111 addition to the symbols
explained earlier P refers to popula
tion of the whole State or in urban or
rural areas, as the case may be,
iog a,,'s (i = I, 2 ...6) denote inter
cepts, b;,'s (i~ 1,2 ...6) signif~ elas
ticity measures of per capita 1I>nter
tainment tax revenue, gross or net, of
the State, urban or rural areas with
respect to per capita income of the
State, urban or rural sectors as the
case may be and c;,'s (i = J, 2 ...6)
refer to the elasticities of per capita
tax gross or net revenue of the State,
urban or rural sectors with respect to
number of theatres in State or urban
or rural areas, as the case may be.

Results of Regression Analysis

THE gross and the net entertainment tax
revenues were subject to regression analy
sis. Equations from (4) to (9) and equations
from (10) to (15) pertaining to aggregate
and per capita revenue were fitted by the
OlS method. The choice of the period was
IIlfluenced more by the data limitations
than by any other considerations. The
period covered is from 1967-68 to 1973-74
and in all we have seven observations. An
appendix to this paper lists the data
SOurces and describes the procedure adopt
ed for Constructing data for the purpose
of analysis.
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Summary and Conclusions

Entertainment tax as a source or tax
revenue has been playing an increasingly
important role in the States' finances. At
the all-India level, total tax revenues have
grown at 12.0 % per annum over j 960-61
to 1973-74, whereas entertainment tax
revenue has grown at 16.6% annually.
In Gujarat State, the corresponding growth
rates of total tax revenues and of the
revenue from entertainment tax are 13.2%
and 18.4%, respectively.

A regression analysis of entertainment
tax revenue on an aggregated level under
certain assumptions conducted with a
vIew to arriving at its determinants re
veals that variations or income in the
rural sector have been significantly 111

fluencing the variations in gross or net tax
revenues compared to va riations of income
in the urban sector.

Theatres in the State as a whole are a
significant determinant. The magnitude of
elasticities or both gross and net tax
revenues with respect to theatres is more
than unity. A I %rise in the number of
theatres leads to 2.6%rise in gross revenue
and 1.1 % rise in net tax revenues for the
Slate as a whole. The disaggregated study
reveals that it is in the urban sector that
the theatres are the influential determi
nant. Their influence on the rural tax
revenues, both gross and net, is not signi
ficant.

ploitation effort whereas the urban sector
has a higher elasticity of gross tax revenue
with respect to number of theatres. For
the State as a whole, income as an ex
planatory variable has no impact on the
gross or net tax revenue but the number
of theatres as a variable does have a
significant positive influence on the gross
and net tax revenue frol11 the entertain
ment tax.

. .n number of theatres would increase
flse 1

revenue for the State as a whole
grOSS

2 6
0/ and the net tax revenue by

by . /0'

1.1 %.. d h· flI the disaggregated stu y, t e In uence
of ~heatreS on either gross. or net. tax

nue in the rural sector IS not signt
~::ent, whereas it is significant in the
urban sector. A I %IIlcreasc In number of
theatres would increase gross revenue by
1.3% and net revenue by 0.6\ % in the

urban areas.
If we turn to the per capita tax revenue

analysis, we find generally the explanatory
power of the independent variables is less,
as reflected in the relatively low R

2

obtained.
None of the coefficients of exploitalion

of tax revenue source and none of the
measures of income elasticity is significant.
But the coefficients of elasticity of gross
per capita tax revenue basis with respect to
per capita number of lheatres for the
State as a whole and for urban areas are
significant. An increase in the number of
tbeatres per capita by I % in the whole
State and urban areas would result in an
Increase in gross tax revenue per capita
from entertainment tax by 3.\ %and 1.6 %
respectively. These two elasticity measures
aTe not significant for rural areas.

As regards the estimates of elasticity of
nct tax revenue with respect to number or
theatres, only the estimate III regard to
the whole State is significant, the measures
in regard to the urban and rural areas
where disaggregatcd analysis was done,
being insignificant. An increase 111 the
number of theatres by I % would
result in an increase in net tax revenue by
1.1 %.

To sum up, the aggregate model seems
to be more appropriate from the point of
View of explanatory power of the inde
pendent variables. Rural sector seems to be
respond· ··fimg slgru cantly to the tax ex-
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and that all non-professional entertainments
should be exempted from the liability or
payment of tax.

10. These Committees Owe their existence (0 the
recOlllmendation or the Taxntion Enquiry Corn'
mission. Reporlo/rhe TEC, p. 114.

It. The ten major cities are Ahmcdabad, Baroda,
Rajkot, Surat, Jamnagar, .Bhavnagar, Broach,
Junagadh, Nadiad and Porbandar.

12. Section 3 (b) (l) of the Bombay Entertainments

Act (1923).
puty n 6 (b) (In of Ihe B. Es. D. Act (1923).

13. sectlO
6 (3) of the B. Es. D. Act (1923).

14. section m ted performances arc listed in the
IS. The ex

e
. p No ENT.1062·TH of October, 24·ficatlon .

nott F' ce Department issued under962 of man
1 . 6 (3) of the Act.
section t hes or the exempted kind are the
C ·kctmac

16. fIC.. d D IceI' Trophy matches and first
R nJI an u .. I

a h played against the 1I1lernatronaclass mate es

tea~s: k own as incentive scheme to film
1ThlSlsn ·1'

I . . GUJ·arat State. Octal s are given·ndustry 10 PI
~ e Government Resolution No. FLM 10 -
~.G of July 25, 1975 of Industries, Mines
and power Department. . .

timating the growth rate, exponcntlal
18. Fordcs ations were fitted. The equation takes

tren C' equ log R-a+b T where R is the taxthe lorm -
e a intercept T is the year and b-= logrevenu," . fb

.+) r will be calculatcd as antl10g 0(I r,
mil/lls one. .

19 The sourcC for per capita State expenclltur:es
. is Ministry of Finance, Government or Indm,

JllcidelJCe of Taxatioll b~ Iudia. !958-59 alld
1963-64, New Delhi, Milllstry of Finance, 1965.

20. This is also called the 'buoy~ncy' of tax
revenue. For a discussion on vanous eon~~ts

and methodology, see Chelliah, R.J., "Elastlclt~
and Rate of Growth of State Taxes" in JOShi,
M.D. (Ed.), J\1obilisQrioll of Stale Resources,
01'. cit., PI'. 34-58.

21. Among the various schemes adopted by the
Statc Governmcnts to finance theatre construc
tion, the rollowing are worth mentioning:

22.

(a) The Andhra Pradesh Film Development
Corporation set up by the State Govern·
ment is to be allotted each year 75 per cent
of the entertainment tax revenue collected.
The Corporation sanctions loans to theatre
construction industry only if the cost of a
theatre exceeds Rs. 6 lakhs and the maxi
mum amount in each case is Rs. 3 lakhs.
The loan is repayable in 84 monthly
instalmcnts and the rate or interest charged
is 13 per cent with a rebate of one per cent
ror prompt repayment.

(b) The Tamil Nadu State Government has .set
up the Tamil Nadu Theatre Corporation
Limited for advancing loans on easy
terms for construction of semi-permanent
and permanent theatres. Loans arc also
available for conversion of semi-permanent
theatres into permanent ones.

(c) The West Bengal St<lte Government has
announcecl a schcme of subsidising the new
cinema theatrcs. Thc subsidy would be
equal to thc entertainmcnt tax proceeds
collccted from such new theatres for a
period of threc years.

1.11 Gujarat, the Slate Industrial Lnvestment
Corporation Limited was financing theatre
construction activity through a loan pro
gramme ill 1969 and 1970. The programme has
been discontinued since 1971. Total amount
disbursed under this scheme is about Rs. 91
lakhs and the number or theatres so financed
is J4. The maximum loan sanctioncd for
theatres was Rs. II lakhs.
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